
As one of the most important government entities 
of the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Dubai Customs 
contributes significantly to the nation’s economic and 
social growth. The organisation was founded 100 years 
ago to support legitimate trade in the world, protect 
the society, and enhance economic development 
through compliance and facilitation.

With over 3,000 employees and 17 locations, Dubai 
Customs is a large organisation, and is also one of 
the most technologically advanced government 
departments. At any one time it has an average of 37 
IT projects. To manage and govern these projects 
simultaneously is a challenging task. Dubai Customs 
identified the demand for project and portfolio 
management automation to accelerate project delivery 
timeline and increase the quality of projects. 

Objective 
Speed up delivery and improve quality of IT projects 
and controls 

Approach
Identified business requirements, prepared business 
case, did feasibility studies of possible solutions, 
watched product demonstrations and conducted  
proof-of-concept tests

IT improvements
• Improved delivery of quality IT projects on-time and 

within budget 

• Enhanced decision-making and forecasting process 
by using real-time data and project/programme 
health indicators

• Improved Resource Management practices by using 
consolidated resource pools, roles and organisation 
structure data

• Added benefit in the utilisation of HP PPM for IT 
Operations work-plans and Resource Management

• Reduced workload on IT Project resources, freeing 
them for more strategic projects

Business benefits 
• Creates manpower and software licence savings, 

lowering annual business costs by $500,000 USD 

• Includes real-time data to improve prioritisation, 
increase confidence and support better  
decision making

• Delivers better business capability/functionality 
through improved project quality
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“Optimising project delivery capability is one of the main focuses of Dubai 
Customs’ Development Division, which results in on-time and within budget 
delivery of projects. The HP Project and Portfolio Management tool has made  
it easier for us to track the progress of the programs and projects.”
—Mr. Juma Al Ghaith, executive director, Customs Development Division, Dubai Customs”   



Time Consuming Semi Automated 
Tools and Practices 
“We were using pre-defined repeatable projects/
programmes and demand management, as well as 
project prioritisation tools and practices – but they 
were semi-automated processes,” explains Syed 
Junaid, practice manager for Dubai Custom’s Project 
Management Office. “These semi-automated practices 
took a long time to manage. To create any report or 
status document we had to collect data from different 
sources and this could take so long that the data might 
not still be correct when the report was prepared. 

Dubai Customs wanted to go paperless and cope with 
expansion and growth. Automation was the answer. 
It particularly wanted to implement customised 
‘traffic light’ and roadmap reports, an aim that was 
successfully achieved with the help of consultants 
from HP Software Professional Services. 

Firstly, the organisation ensured that its semi-
automated practices and processes were mature 
enough to create the basis for automation. Business 
requirements were identified to analyse whether Dubai 
Customs could build a suitable application in-house 
or would have to seek a third-party solution. The 
organisation then prepared business case, conducted 
feasibility studies on possible solutions including 
HP Project and Portfolio Management Center software 
(PPM) and products from three other vendors. 

Demonstrations and proof-of-concept tests were 
carried out on HP PPM. HP Software Professional 
Services created a PPM instance customised to one of 
the customer’s processes. They took Dubai Customs 
staff through each of the steps in the process and 
showed them the reports they could get out of the 
system. The results were positive, demonstrating that 
the HP software met the customer’s requirements and 
would eventually work in their own environment, with 
their own processes.

The decision to go with HP was helped by the fact 
that Dubai Customs was already an HP Software user 
and that the HP Software Professional Services team 
agreed to a tight 11 week delivery and implementation 
deadline based on pressure of work.  

End-to-end requirement
“We were looking for a system that could take care of a 
whole project from the moment it was identified right 
through to its delivery to the customer or end-user,” 
says Junaid. “We decided that HP PPM was a complete, 
end-to-end solution that would best meet these 
business needs and would deliver quality solutions  
for our users.”

HP Software Professional Services delivered the  
end-to-end implementation and configuration, 
matching technology to functionality with the help 
of staff from the customs’ project management and 
project delivery offices. HP specialists also provided 
ongoing support for a time until this was taken over by 
Dubai Customs. 

Having implemented nearly all the modules of PPM 
v7.1, Dubai Customs is now one of UAE’s foremost 
users of this HP solution. Automating the whole project 
lifecycle, it principally uses Project Management, 
Portfolio Management, Demand Management and 
Resource Management. “The work of HP Software 
Professional Services was vital. Without their technical 
help it would have been very difficult for us to implement 
HP Project and Portfolio Management Center software. 
The enhanced accuracy of our project information 
has undoubtedly strengthened IT project delivery.”  
Mr. Ahmad Al Yaqoobi, director, Projects Delivery 
Department, Dubai Customs. Although the Project 
Management Office is the custodian of HP PPM, it has 
developed a number of workarounds that enable other 
departments to benefit from the software.  
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Improved decision making
“By putting all the IT departments in this portfolio 
tool, we are achieving maximum benefits,” says 
Junaid. The business now has complete IT planning, 
forecasting and resource management using HP PPM. 
It feeds into the performance management system 
so that the business can compare projects against 
objectives, strategy and Key Performance Indicators. 
To refine resource utilisation, it also connects with time 
management system, providing a holistic view of time 
spent by all staff direct from their time sheets. Status 
reports on the health of a project can be done live and 
are produced in the required format.

“The work of HP Software Professional Services was 
vital. Without their technical help it would have been 
very difficult for us to implement this solution.”

This project automation has cut down on the routine 
workload of IT and project staff who are now free for 
other more creative tasks such as audit and quality 
assurance or can be deployed to the larger projects. 
Status reports can now be generated in two minutes 
rather than hours. 

Implementing HP PPM enables Dubai Customs to save 
$500,000 USD a year through manpower efficiencies 
and by eliminating license costs for applications that 
are no longer required.  

“With HP PPM, information on our activities is more 
accurate which enhances project confidence,” says 
Junaid. “HP PPM supports our whole division in 
achieving the objectives set for it by the organisation. 
The timely delivery of quality IT services makes 
Dubai Customs staff more efficient, increases 
their productivity and so benefits the service that 
our organisation can deliver to Dubai and to the 
UAE Community.”

For more information
To read more about HP Project and Portfolio 
Management, go to hp.com/go/ppm
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HP IT Performance Suite

The HP IT Performance Suite is a family of 
industry-leading products that spans the 
pillars you see here. Each product helps 
IT perform better in the discrete area it 
addresses. Together, the Suite helps the 
overall IT organisation to perform better 
by providing unparalleled coverage of 
the IT domain and a KPI-based scorecard 
system to optimise outcomes.
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